Retrieval of Quantitative and Qualitative Information about Plant Pigment Systems from High Resolution Spectroscopy
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Abstract—Life on earth depends on photosynthesis. Photosynthetic systems evolved early in earth history and have been stable for 2.5 billion years, providing prima facie evidence for these significance of evolutionary functions. Pigments perform multiple plant functions from increasing the range of energy captured for photosynthesis to a range of protective functions. Given the importance of pigments to leaf functioning, greater effort is needed to determine whether individual pigments can be identified and quantified by high fidelity spectroscopy. New methods to identify overlapping pigment absorptions would provide a major advance for understanding plant functions, quantifying net carbon exchange, and identifying plant stresses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Life on Earth is driven by photosynthesis, producing both oxygen and organic matter [1]. Photosynthesis is one of the earliest biological processes and the pigment systems in modern photosynthetic bacteria, algae, and plants appeared early in Earth’s history, at least 2.5 billion years [2]. Photosynthetic pigments of modern photosynthetic bacteria, algae, and plants, including chlorophyll a, b, and various carotene pigments, date from this period. The length of this record and its stability demonstrate the functional importance of these photosynthetic pigments and the rationale for remotely measuring them. In fact, the stability of chlorophyll molecules make them a target, along with water, in the search for extraterrestrial life [3].

The light reactions of photosynthesis are driven by four multi-subunit membrane protein complexes named photosystem I, photosystem II, cytochrome b6f complex and the F-ATPase complex [4]. In the intact chloroplast, pigment-protein complexes are associated with grana or stroma lamellae membranes. PS I and II contain chlorophyll and other pigments that harvest light and transfer energy to the reaction centers, which are composed of a single chlorophyll a molecule. It is known that the two photosystems differ in chlorophyll a concentration, with approximately 10% more chlorophyll associated with PSI. Two distinct photosystem subtypes occur in both PSI and PSII [1] which differ in the number of chlorophyll molecules in the antenna. Major pigments also include β carotene, lutein and xanthophyll cycle pigments [5]. The size and composition of the pigments in the photosynthetic antenna associated with each reaction center is flexible depending on environmental conditions.

Both eukaryotic organisms and prokaryotic blue-green bacteria have nearly identical in subunit composition of photosystems I and II including the reaction centers [1]. These lines of evidence support the evolutionary importance of both the pigment composition and chloroplast structure for biophysical functioning. In recent years plant physiologists and geneticists have greatly extended our knowledge of the three dimensional structure and mechanisms of the pigment complexes in chloroplasts and the genetic inheritance of subcomponents. Developing the methods to quantify pigment composition and concentration from remotely sensed data would clearly provide an advance in understanding photosynthetic processes and provide insight into detection of plant stresses.

II. SPECTROSCOPY
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From the beginning of systematic earth observation, remote sensing has focused on measuring plant pigments, often described as synonymous with chlorophyll content or even simply “greenness”. There is a close relationship between photosynthetic capacity, estimated by pigment concentrations, and net primary production that is captured to first approximation by the chlorophyll absorption measured by broad-band multispectral imagers [6], [7], [8], [9]. That photosynthetic pigment absorptions (at least total pigments or chlorophyll) can be measured by remote sensing systems is well known [10], [11], [12], [13].

However, besides chlorophyll $a$ and $b$, photosynthetic reaction centers in cyanobacteria, eukaryotic algae, and plants contain other membrane-bound accessory pigments, alter the efficiency of photon capture and/or provide protective functions that avoid damage to the reaction center. For example, under full sunlight, light intensity may exceed the capacity for electron transfer between photosystems and some carotenoid pigments, such as xanthophylls, are involved with protection from photooxidation and photoinhibition. The size and composition of the pigments in the photosynthetic antenna associated with each reaction center is flexible depending on environmental conditions.

Remarkably, given the roles of accessory pigments in light capture, photosystem protection, and in various growth and development functions, they have received little attention by the remote sensing research community. This is largely attributed to the limited availability and/or data quality of the current generation of imaging spectrometers. Because pigments have distinctive absorption spectra depending on their molecular structure and local chemical environment, there is a potential to measure these properties using high fidelity reflectance spectroscopy.

Organisms grown in low light typically have more antenna pigments per reaction center than when grown at high light. Under high light the protective mechanism of the xanthophyll cycle pigments is well established [14], [15]. There is strong evidence for optimization of efficiency at low light while avoiding photooxidation under high light conditions [16], [18], [17], observed short-term changes in reflectance near 530 nm that are detecting reversible changes in the distribution of xanthophyll cycle pigments in response to the light environment.

Both climatological and biogeochemical stressors are reported to increase the proportion of chlorophyll $b$ relative to chlorophyll $a$ [19]. Seasonal shifts of the long-wavelength edge of the chlorophyll absorption also have been observed [10], [20] and environmental stress related shifts [21], [22]. Chlorosis increases reflectance and causes a blue-shift due to narrowing and reduction in depth of the absorption feature [23].

Autumn colors result from the breakdown of chlorophyll pigments preceeding breakdown of carotenoid pigments.

Anthocyanins are red water-soluble non-photosynthetic pigments that occur widely in flowers, fruits and leaves. They have a single absorption maximum around 529 nm and can be detected by reflectance changes in the red region [24], [25], [26]. Anthocyanins may function in protecting the photosynthetic system from excess light, particularly excess UV radiation, and they may be involved in protection from herbivory. Anthocyanins are often observed under environmental stresses (e.g., high temperatures) or during early leaf development [27], consequently, their measurement may provide another indicator of physiological state.
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Figure 1. (upper) Mean reflectance spectra of two species of California oak (Quercus), measured in mid-summer at Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve. (lower) Mean pigment concentration for these species.

With today’s high fidelity imaging spectroscopy, it is possible to measure small absorption features that can capture variations in pigment composition and concentration. Despite the importance of accessory pigments in photosynthesis and decades of remote sensing of leaf and canopy “greenness”, the ability to identify and quantify plant pigments remains under-
utilized. We review existing evidence for detection and quantification of photosynthetic pigments and methods of analysis.

There is strong interest today in developing and validating techniques to detect and quantify individual pigments that can advance understanding of biophysical functioning in plants. Light absorption by photosynthetic pigments dominates green leaf properties in the visible spectrum (400 - 700 nm), whereas more general photon-matter interaction with specific absorption features in leaves can be found throughout the solar reflected wavelength range (400-2500 nm). At least 25 spectral indexes, many designed to take advantage of narrow spectral bands, have been used to measure leaf and plant pigments. We will first review the use of quantitative statistical based methods with examples and evaluate their strengths and weaknesses for identifying and quantifying individual pigments and states, including fluorescence emissions. One explanation for past inconsistency in separating and quantifying different pigments is because of their overlapping absorption spectra. Indexes and other simple methods do not account for the interacting effects of multiple pigments. In some cases, indexes that seem to provide consistent results at the leaf level fail or become inconsistent at the canopy or stand levels, in part due to the complexities of three-dimensional structure and multiple scattering.

Leaf optical properties models, e.g., PROSPECT, LIBERTY, LEAFMOD, SLOP [23] also have been used to predict chlorophyll concentration, assuming that leaves are entirely composed of chlorophyll pigments. Extending radiative transfer models to detect other pigment molecules, e.g., different xanthophyll and carotene pigments or even separation of chlorophyll pigment molecules, e.g., different xanthophyll and Extending radiative transfer models to detect other leaves are entirely composed of chlorophyll pigments. Using combined LIBERTY and SAIL, (LIBSAIL), [32] designed a chlorophyll index for MERIS based on selected wavebands of the red edge.

To date, astrophysicists have detected the existence of about 180 exoplanets. The search of possible life in the form of vegetation using the red edge is a challenge which has excited them for a few years [33], [34], [35]

III. NEXT STEPS
We think three lines of evidence are needed to advance current capabilities. First, investigate empirical correlations with pigment concentrations and reflectance patterns. Identification and quantification of individual pigments have been tried in various vegetation indexes currently available with partial success. New approaches that model the effect of one absorption feature on another are needed (e.g., multiple Gaussian models developed by [36]). Second, advances in radiative transfer models like PROSPECT and SAIL by developing new absorption coefficients for additional pigments is needed. And third, experimental approaches performed on intact leaves that will advance understanding of photosynthetic functioning and light responses, which would be best performed in collaboration with plant anatomists and physiologists. Lastly, leaf fluorescence could provide additional critical information about photosynthetic function. Recent studies of diurnal and long-term water stresses [37], [38] demonstrate that steady-state chlorophyll a fluorescence is detectable under controlled conditions from plant canopy reflectance.
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